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Abstract
Background: Competence in laparoscopic skills is important for all gynaecological surgeons. Most residency
programmes teach technical skills in the operating room and through lectures, where the evaluation of surgical
skills is usually done through subjective evaluation. After graduating residency, most surgeons depend on
themselves to decide if they are competent in performing a certain procedure. The objective of this study is to
evaluate the accuracy of surgeon self-assessment compared with expert assessment of competence in laparoscopic
surgical skills. A double-blind prospective cohort study was undertaken at Prince Hamza Hospital between January
2016 and April 2016 in Amman, Jordan. Eight practicing gynecologists and obstetricians performed and recorded
88 laparoscopic procedures including ovarian cystectomy, salpingectomy for ectopic pregnancy,
salpingoophorectomy, resection of endometriosis, adhesiolysis and ovarian drilling. Participating gynecologists
recorded the procedures and were asked to complete a Global Rating Index of Technical Skills (GRITS) evaluation
after the surgery testing across multiple areas with a lowest score of 8 and a highest score of 40. Two well-versed
laparoscopic experts in objective structured assessment of technical skills (OSATS) also independently scored all
procedures using the same parameters. The correlation coefficient and internal consistency were calculated.
Results: The GRITS score was calculated for each participant with a mean assessment score of 3.47 for each
parameter. Participants self-assessment scores were significantly higher than expert assessment scores (p<0.05). The
correlation coefficient was calculated and it can be seen that there was high inter-expert correlation in assessment
across all participants evaluations (ICC > 0.90).
Conclusion: Self-assessment of surgical laparoscopic skills is higher than expert evaluation of these technical skills.
Quality assurance measures need to be revisited and restructured through more frequent assessments using peer
and expert assessment alongside self-assessment. Gynecologists also need to undergo proper assessment prior to
starting independently performing procedures that require new skills.
Keywords: Global Rating Index of Technical Skills (GRITS), Objective structured assessment of technical skills
(OSATS), Intra-class correlation coefficient (ICC), Continuing Professional Development (CPD), Self-assessment,
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Background
Accurate self-assessment of knowledge and technical skills
is essential for the safe and effective practice of medicine.
Davis Boud defines self-assessment in his book “Enhancing Learning Through Self-Assessment” as the act of
judging ourselves and making decisions about the next
step. Boud’s opinion is that assessment can only be conducted against specific benchmarks or criteria [1]. Gordon
published a systematic review on trainees from different
health professions, college students, and graduate trainees
[2]. The researchers explored self-assessment relative to
an objective standard or an expert’s evaluation and concluded that self-assessment is fundamental to continuing
medical competency and that self-assessment coupled
with a specific set of criteria may lead to an improved outcome and more skilled professionals. Sullivan and Hall
suggest that self-assessment promotes reflection on
self-performance and motivates learners to react accordingly [3]. The application of the aforementioned concepts
in medicine and specifically in laparoscopic surgery could
lead to accurate self-assessment of performance by surgeons. This could eventually lead to the proper identification of strengths and weaknesses and allow the individual
to create a plan for improvement.
Barnsley et al. looked at junior doctor self-assessment
regarding confidence and competence of clinical skills versus objective assessment [4]. The researchers found no
correlation between self-assessment and objective assessment. MacDonald et al. compared self-assessment of technical skills with simulator data in second and third year
medical students with no previous exposure to laparoscopic training [5]. This selected task required the operator to pick up the target with one grasper and place it in
the target box without releasing the target. Medical students were asked to evaluate their performance, and their
evaluation was compared to the simulator data. The study
found that self-assessment improves with repetition.
Other researchers looked at resident self-assessment versus faculty assessment in performing laparoscopic procedures and found that residents were more critical of their
performance than faculty members [6].
Arora et al. recently looked at self-assessment in technical and non-technical skills among surgical residents
in a simulated environment [7]. Surgeons were asked to
perform a laparoscopic cholecystectomy in a simulated
laboratory. Two experts assessed the technical skills of
surgeons, whereby the first expert watched the procedure live from a control room while the second expert
evaluated technical skills after watching a video recording of the procedure. Both participants and experts used
a validated objective tool. This study concluded that residents are accurate in self-assessment of their technical
skills. However, that particular study and most literature
examining this area of research face limitations to their
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experiments including small sample sizes and the use of
simulated procedures rather than actual procedures. According to the data that was collected, no evidence was
found of a published study investigating self-assessment of
laparoscopic technical skills of practicing gynecological
surgeons performing specific procedures and comparing
the evaluation to an external evaluator assessment. Thus,
the aim of this study is to examine the use of
self-assessment comparatively between gynecologists and
experts with a large pool of participants performing laparoscopic procedures in the operative setting.

Methods
Examination process

Jordanian surgeons have adopted minimally invasive surgical techniques similarly to their counterparts in different
areas of the world. Most Jordanian surgeons acquire the
new skills through attending courses, workshops, and
shadowing colleagues who have more experience in minimally invasive procedures. Privileges to perform surgeries
are granted by the hospital based on qualifications. There
is no official Jordanian recertification program after passing the specialty board exams, and the continuous medical
education program is still at the early stages of development which makes a surgeon’s self-assessment of technical
skills significantly more important.
The project is a prospective study. Participants are
Jordanian board-certified obstetricians and gynecologists
with privileges to practice at Prince Hamzah Hospital.
Candidates were approached by the primary investigator in the time period between January 2016 and April
2016 to participate in the study. They were supplied with
an information leaflet explaining the research project,
objectives, methods, and tasks involved. Surgeons who
agreed to participate signed a consent form and were
given a tutorial by the primary investigator on the
Global Rating Index of Technical Skills (GRIT). This
involved a 20-min session to familiarize them with the
evaluation criteria and instructions on how to complete
the evaluation form. An instruction sheet with all tutorial information was supplied to all participating surgeons. An example of a videotaped performance with
predetermined scores was also shown to all participants.
Operative laparoscopic procedures including laparoscopic oophorectomy, laparoscopic ovarian cystectomy,
laparoscopic salpingectomy, and adhesiolysis were evaluated. These procedures were chosen because they are
the most common laparoscopic procedures performed at
Prince Hamzah Hospital. Both gynecologists and external assessors were familiar with those procedures. The
aforementioned procedures were also considered “short”
procedures, thereby making the video assessment stage
less time consuming.
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The surgical lists at Prince Hamzah Hospital were
reviewed the day prior to the surgery, and all participating gynecologists with operative laparoscopy cases were
reminded to record the case and complete the GRIT.
Emergency cases were also included, and the on-call
gynecologist was asked to record the case and complete
the form as well. The GRIT evaluation forms (Additional
file 1) were available in all the gynecological operative
suites. Extra copies were also available in a nearby office.
The patients were not asked for permission to record
the cases in accordance with the United Kingdom General Medical Council guidelines which states that a separate permission for recording a surgical procedure is
not needed as long as the patient is anonymized.
Every participating gynecologist was assigned a number.
Participating gynecologists recorded every procedure and
were asked to complete the evaluation form after the surgery and included their assigned number and the procedure performed on every form. The form and DVD of the
procedure were placed in personalized envelopes with the
participant’s number and collected daily.
The video recordings were sent to two of the external
assessors who used the same GRIT to evaluate for technical skills. External assessors were blinded to which surgeon performed which procedure. The external assessors
were experienced laparoscopic surgeons with experience
in teaching and evaluating residents. They were familiar
with the objective structured assessment of technical
skill (OSAT) global rate scale. They scored separately
and did not communicate during the scoring process.
Statistical analysis

Data used for the descriptive statistics were obtained from
intraoperative video records. Shapiro-Wilk test was used as
test of normality. Mann-Whitney U test and Student t test
were also used to test for distribution. Cronbach’s alpha was
used to calculate internal consistency. Internal consistency is
a measure of reliability and measures whether several items
that propose to measure the same general construct produce similar scores. Intra-class correlation coefficient (ICC)
and Pearson correlation were used to measure inter-expert
assessment reliability. Guidelines for evaluating the level of
agreement among scores were > 0.80 for excellent correlation, 0.60–0.80 for good correlation, 0.40–0.60 for fair correlation, and < 0.40 for poor correlation.

Results
A total of eight gynecologists met the inclusion criteria
and agreed to participate in the study. Two surgeons
were excluded due to the fact that they did not perform
operative laparoscopy. The total number of procedures
recorded during the study period was 88 cases. Ten
cases were excluded; four recordings were incomplete
and six were corrupted. This brought the total number
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of procedures to 78 cases, collected from eight gynecologists. Qualifications and years of experience of the participating gynecologists can be seen in Table 1 which
also highlights the number of surgical cases performed
by the participating gynecologists. The videos varied
widely in length from 8 min for an ovarian cyst aspiration procedure to 83 min for ablation of endometriosis
procedure. The total length of all videos was 2655 min,
and the mean was 37.4 min per video. The videos included mainly ovarian cystectomies, salpingectomies for
ectopic pregnancy, salpingoophorectomies, resection of
endometriosis, adhesiolysis, and ovarian drilling.
Internal consistency reliability was calculated for the
GRIT without the communication skills, which were excluded due to the difficulty in observing this specific skill
through video. Internal consistency reliability showed
excellent reliability (Cronbach’s alpha 0.883–0.904).
An initial descriptive analysis and normality test was
carried out which indicated normal distribution of participants’ scores with a Shapiro-Wilk normality test value
of p > 0.05. In case of normal distribution, comparing
means using t test is considered appropriate. The independent sample test was used since the populations were
considered independent.
In Table 2, it can be seen that individual scores were evaluated significantly higher than expert evaluation (p < 0.05).
Figure 1 demonstrates the mean scores for each measured
component for all participants, expert 1 and expert 2.
ANOVA test was carried out to determine whether
there are any significant differences between the means
of the total scores of all participants, expert 1 and expert
2 groups in Table 3. It was found that there was a statistically significant difference between the total scores of
the participant and the experts; self-assessment was significantly higher than expert assessment.
Inter-expert assessment reliability was evaluated using
ICC. All analyses of the inter-expert assessment reliability indicated excellent correlation as can be seen in
Table 4. The total inter-expert assessment reliability for
the two expert scores was calculated looking at the ICC
and excellent reliability was noted (ICC = 0.9630).

Discussion
Introspection and self-assessment are valuable traits for
surgeons leading to comprehensive development of technical and personal skills. Overconfidence and lack of
awareness of one’s own abilities may lead to the inability
to recognize limits and may endanger patients [8].
Self-assessment is thereby a significant measure of quality assurance that can potentially help improve patient
safety and reduce error in the operating room.
Simulation learning has overtaken traditional methods in
the training of new surgeons making self-assessment more
important than ever. This type of teaching shifts learning
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Table 1 Participants’ qualifications and years of experience
Years of
experience

Cases
performed

Cases
excluded

Cases
used

Participant
1

6

14

2

12

Participant
2

8

10

–

10

Participant
3

7

12

1

11

Participant
4

9

8

2

6

Participant
5

18

7

1

6

Participant
6

20

13

2

11

Participant
7

12

13

2

11

Participant
8

10

11

–

11

towards self-direction. Thus, surgeons must be able to
accurately assess their abilities to personalize their training
according to their individual performance [9]. Furthermore,
self-assessment is an important parameter of personal
development through continuous learning and has been
shown to be an important part of a consultant’s yearly
appraisal [10].
New procedures requiring different technical skills are
being introduced regularly in the field of minimally invasive
surgery. Surgeons are thereby depending regularly on
self-evaluation to determine if they can perform these
procedures. Insufficient learning and inadequate evaluation
of a surgeon’s capabilities may lead to harming the patients.
The advent of laparoscopic cholecystectomy led to
surgeons offering the procedure to their patients after only
attending one course leading to a major spike in common
bile duct injuries. Researchers thereby explored the amount
of experience needed to adequately perform a laparoscopic
cholecystectomy and found it to be approximately 50 cases,
owing to the fact that most complications occur in the first
30 cases [11].
Improved teaching and application of the new technology
leads to decreased complications in laparoscopic procedures; however, surgeons are still solely responsible for
Table 2 t test to compare the mean of participants and expert
scores
The tested samples

t test for equality of means

All participants mean scores
with expert 1 mean scores

p value 0.030

All participants mean scores
with expert 2 mean scores

p value 0.017

All participants mean scores
with the mean scores of both experts

p value 0.003

Fig. 1 The mean scores for each measured component for all
participants, expert 1 and expert 2

determining their competence in performing new procedures [12]. Our study demonstrates a lack of agreement
between self-assessment and expert assessment of surgical
technical skills thereby indicating that current selfassessment measures are inadequate. We used the Global
Rating Index of Technical Skills (GRIT) (Additional file 1)
for the self-assessment as well as the external evaluator
assessment since this tool is documented and proven to be
feasible, reliable, and valid [13].
Similar research to our study was done by Evans et al. and
found that surgeons are not capable of effectively evaluating
their technical surgical skills [8]. The authors compared
self-assessment with peer assessment and expert assessment
and concluded that surgeons tend to overestimate their
technical skills. Comparatively, the participants in our study
were more likely to overestimate their technical skills. In
contrast, two recent studies from the Imperial College
London [7, 10] found moderate to high correlation between
self-assessment and an expert assessment for technical skills.
However, the imperial study looked at students rather than
independent practicing physicians.
The results of this study also suggest similar findings to
Pandey et al. that demonstrated that surgeons may inaccurately self-assess their own skills and have difficulty
accepting that their performance may be suboptimal [14].
The results of this study should encourage surgeons to enroll in formal assessment prior to starting to perform surgeries that require new skills. The results should also
encourage surgeons to use self-assessment to improve
their skills and to identify their strengths and work on
Table 3 ANOVA test for the total scores of the participants and
experts
ANOVA score
Sum of squares

df

Mean square

F

Sig.

Between groups

188.838

2

94.419

4.405

.014

Within groups

2443.282

114

21.432

Total

2632.120

116
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Table 4 Inter expert assessment reliability
Inter-expert assessment
correlation

Intra-class correlation coefficient
(ICC)

Participant 1 cases

0.962

Participant 2 cases

0.938

Participant 3 cases

0.975

Participant 4 cases

0.995

Participant 5 cases

0.975

Participant 6 cases

0.962

Participant 7 cases

0.938

Participant 8 cases

0.990

improving their weaknesses. Simulation labs would be an
ideal environment to improve skills independently. This
has been implemented in many different centers with
promising results as shown in Arora et al. [7].
There is currently no true medical license recertification
program in Jordan and several other countries in the
Middle East and the rest of the world. Health officials and
governing bodies need to consider developing a program
or model for periodic evaluation of surgical skills encompassing cognitive and technical skills. To our knowledge,
no systematic empirical research exist that measures
self-assessment in an operative setting with qualified and
experienced gynecologists with at least 7 years of experience. Our study is unique in the fact that it allows for
measuring real-life technical skills of surgeons rather than
assessment of simulation lab skills.
It is assumed that expert assessment is the gold standard
as the best measure of evaluation. Many authors looked at
verifying the claim that expert assessment is the best form
of assessment when studying global rating scales [15]. They
found contradicting results with most studies showing only
moderate correlation between expert evaluation and raw
scores [16]. It is difficult to find an alternative to expert assessment in medical education, which is why most studies,
including this one, use experts as the measure for
assessment.
The reliability of the expert assessment was also studied,
and authors agree that experts are likely to agree among
themselves given the chance to evaluate a short, structured,
and simple task [17, 18]. Martin et al. also found high
inter-reliability between experts watching a video recording
of residents performing a standardized patient interview
[9]. In this study, two experts scored the participants separately to improve the reliability of the expert assessment.
The limitations of our study include the use of means
for comparison and sample size. Sample size in our
study was limited since ethical approval was only obtained
from Prince Hamzah Hospital in Amman; other hospitals
and specialists thereby could not be included in the study.
The comparison of group means as generated by the
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participants and the experts may conceal individual differences [15]. This can also be seen in the research by Arnold
et al. that examined subgroups of self-assessors. The authors found that high achievers tend to underestimate
their performance while underachievers tend to overestimate their performance [19]. These findings may serve to
reinforce the claim that there is a weak correlation between self-assessment scores and expert scores.
This study also focuses on the assessment of technical
skills only. Non-technical skills are not evaluated since
video recording of procedures is not considered a good tool
for this type of evaluation. However, non-technical skills
such as teamwork, leadership, situation awareness, decision
making, task management, and communication are equally
important, if not more important, than technical skills [20,
21]. Comparatively, studies that looked at self-assessment
of non-technical skills showed that surgeons inadequately
assess non-technical skills. It was also found that
self-assessment of non-technical skills is significantly more
overestimated when compared to expert evaluation with a
sample of more experienced surgeons [7].

Conclusions
This study shows that there remains a significant difference
between self-assessment and expert assessment in the
evaluation of laparoscopic technical skills for gynecological
surgeons. Accurate self-assessment of technical skills in
laparoscopy is important for practicing gynecologist as well
as trainees to identify their strengths and weaknesses and
improve their performance. Adequate self-assessment
measures should encourage gynecologist to improve their
skills independently in a simulated environment. This
study showed that experienced gynecologist overestimated
their surgical skills when compared to expert assessment.
Quality assurance measures need to be revisited and
restructured through more frequent assessments using
peer and expert assessment alongside self-assessment.
Gynecologists also need to undergo proper assessment
prior to starting to independently perform procedures that
require new skills.
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